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1.1

Definitions
Corpus

We will be using the TREC KBA 2013 Stream Corpus. This corpus consists of a set of
timestamped documents from a variety of news and social media sources covering the time
period October 2011 through January 2013. A document contains a set of sentences, each
with a unique identifier. Participants should get access to the corpus by submitting the
appropriate KBA User Agreements. You may use the KBA 2013 ‘english-and-unknownlanguage’ streamcorpus.
1.1.1

Retrievable Units

In addition to a document identifier, participants should always return a sentence identifier
for each update. Documents in the KBA corpus are segmented into sentences in the ‘ner’
field. A sentence identifier is the index of the sentence in the document, beginning at zero.
If there are three sentences in a document, the first sentence would be identified as ‘0’, the
second would be identified as ‘1’, and the third would be identified as ‘2’. If there is only one
sentence in a document, it would be identified as ‘0’. It is your responsibility to make
sure your output format is consistent with this indexing.
1.1.2

Processing Order

For the purpose of the Temporal Summarization track, the corpus of timestamped documents
will be considered a stream. Therefore, documents should be iterated over in temporal order.
Documents should be sorted by stream time.zulu timestamp; participants should
do the conversion to UNIX time (seconds from 00:00:00 Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC), Thursday, 1 January 1970). Do not use stream time.epoch ticks.
We encourage participants to use efficient data structures to perform many experiments (i.e.
‘re-running the simulation’). However, any data structure should not expose the
simulated system to information with a timestamp after the decision time. This
means that participants should be careful about precomputing temporally sensitive global
statistics such as IDF, a value which will change as documents are processed.
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1.1.3

External Resources

Participants are allowed to include runs that use information external to the KBA corpus.
We stress the following requirements,
• external data must have existed before the event start time, or
• external data must be time-aligned with the KBA corpus and no information after the
simulation decision time can be used.
Similarly, supporting statistical models or auxiliary programs are subject to the same requirements. For example, participants should not use a statistical model trained on data
that existed after the event end time.
Participants no longer must include at least one run that does not use external
data or models. However, runs using external data should still be specified as
such.

1.2

Topics

An event refers to a temporally acute topic and is represented as,
• Title: A short retrospective description of the event (string).
• Description: A retrospective free text event description (url).
• Start: Time when the system should start summarization (UNIX timestamp in GMT).
• End: Time when the system should end summarization (UNIX timestamp in GMT).
• Query: A keyword representation of the event description expressed by a user during
the event (string).
• Type: The type of event (one of {accident, bombing, earthquake, shooting, storm}).
• Locations: The location where the event happened (list of (latitude,longitude,time)
values).
• Deaths: The number of deaths related to the event (list of (count,time) values).
• Injuries: The number of injuries related to the event (list of (count,time) values).
• Displaced: The number of people who have had to leave their homes as a result of
the event (list of (count,time) values).
• Financial Impact: The financial impact of the event in US dollars (list of (value,time)
values).
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We represent our attribute values as timestamped vectors to allow for attributes whose values
may be dynamic (e.g. location of a hurricane). Unless otherwise noted, all attributes will
be required for all events.
For TREC 2013, we note the following,
• The only dynamic target will be location. All other attributes will have a single value
defined at the start of the event and assumed to be persistent throughout the course
of the event.
• The only event type with a dynamic location is ‘storm’.
• The only event types with ‘displaced’ and ‘financialimpact’ are ‘storm’ and ‘earthquake’.
• In cases where there are multiple, simultaneous locations (e.g. multiple wildfires), we
will use the averaged location.
These constraints may be revisited in future Temporal Summarization evaluations.
We present an example topic in Figure 1. We will provide participants with a set of masked
event topics containing only the topic id, query, start, and end, as well as the empty lists of
attribute values to be tracked (Figure 2).
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2.1
2.1.1

Tasks
Sequential Update Summarization
Task Definition

During the simulation, a system should emit relevant and novel sentences to an event (exact
metrics will be released in a separate document). Conceptually, a simulator should be
structured as in Figure 3. The arguments to the simulator are the participant summarization
system, the time-ordered corpus, the keyword query, and the relevant time range. In line
1, we initialize the output summary to empty. In line 2, we initialize the sequential update
summarization system with the event query. The system should store some representation
of this query for later processing and filtering. We iterate over the corpus in temporal order
(line 3), processing each document in sequence (line 5). If the document we are processing
is in the event timeframe (line 7), then we check to see if adding the document resulted in
the system deciding to output a set of summary sentence ids (line 9). We then add these
sentence ids to the summary timestamped with the time of the decision (lines 10-12).
We have tried to present an abstract representation of sequential update summarization.
There are several comments worth making. First, if a participant is interested in efficiency
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<event>
<id>1</id>
<title>2012 Buenos Aires rail disaster</title>
<description>http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Buenos_Aires_rail_disaster</description>
<start>1329910380</start>
<end>1330774380</end>
<query>buenos aires train crash</query>
<type>accident</type>
<locations>
<location>
<value>
<latitude>-34.608639</latitude>
<longitude>-58.4085</longitude>
<time>1329910380</time>
</value>
</location>
</locations>
<deaths>
<value>
<count>51</count>
<time>1329910380</time>
</value>
</deaths>
<injuries>
<value>
<count>703</count>
<time>1329910380</time>
</value>
</injuries>
</event>

Figure 1: Complete topic definition for ‘2012 Buenos Aires Rail Disaster’.

<event>
<id>1</id>
<start>1329910380</start>
<end>1330774380</end>
<query>buenos aires train crash</query>
<type>accident</type>
<locations/>
<deaths/>
<injuries/>
</event>

Figure 2: Masked topic definition for ‘2012 Buenos Aires Rail Disaster’.
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and does not anticipate needing documents outside of the event timeframe, then the call to
S.Process(d) can be moved inside of the condition in line 7. Participants should be clear
about any filtering of C. For example, a participant should note if they are just iterating
over documents with a high BM25 score. However, if this is done, care must be taken to
make sure that filtering out a document d does not exploit information from sources after
d.Time() (e.g. retrospective IDF values).
2.1.2

Result Format

We expect team result formats to be in the following tab-separated file format,
1 HelloWorldUniversity
1 HelloWorldUniversity
1 HelloWorldUniversity

Cluster1
Cluster1
Cluster1

1357052200-54f6f6e096a4cae27bee55dc2e0dc2b6 0 1330432283 0.90
1357052200-54f6f6e096a4cae27bee55dc2e0dc2b6 1 1330472283 0.75
1357052190-8f7a8b30a9a8f671dcc979677b04fab4 1 1330482283 0.99

where the columns are defined as,
1. query identifier
2. team identifier
3. run identifier
4. document identifier
5. sentence identifier: base 0 index of a segmented sentence in the KBA corpus
6. decision timestamp
7. confidence value: a strictly positive number (> 0) which encodes the system’s confidence in this being a reasonable update; this value may be used to prioritize updates
if we cannot judge all of them.

2.2
2.2.1

Value Tracking
Task Definition

During the simulation, a system should emit accurate attribute value estimates for an event.
Conceptually, a simulator should be structured as in Figure 4. The arguments to the simulator are the participant tracking system, the time-ordered corpus, the keyword query, the
attribute of interest, and the relevant time range. In line 1, we initialize the value summary
to empty. In line 2, we initialize the tracking system with the event query and attribute
name. The system should store some representation of this information for later processing
and filtering. We then ask for an initial estimate based solely on the query and attribute.
Systems are welcome to use any data that existed at or before ts . We iterate over the corpus
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TemporalSummarization(S, C, q, ts , te )
S
 Participant system.
C
 Time-ordered corpus.
q
 Event keyword query.
ts
 Event start time.
te
 Event end time.
1 U ← {}
2 S.Initialize(q)
3 for d ∈ C
4
do
5
S.Process(d)
6
t ← d.Time()
7
if t ∈ [ts , te ]
8
then
9
Ut ← S.Decide()
10
for u ∈ Ut
11
do
12
U.Append(u, t)
13 return U
Figure 3: Sequential update summarization simulator.
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ValueTracking(T, C, q, a, ts , te )
T
 Participant system.
C
 Time-ordered corpus.
q
 Event keyword query.
a
 Event attribute.
ts
 Event start time.
te
 Event end time.
1 V ← {}
2 T.Initialize(q, a)
3 v ← T.InitialEstimate()
4 V.Append(hv, ∅i, ts )
5 for d ∈ C
6
do
7
T.Process(d)
8
t ← d.Time()
9
if t ∈ [ts , te ]
10
then
11
hv, si ← T.EstimateValue()
12
if hv, si =
6 ∅
13
then
14
V.Append(hv, si, t)
15 return V
Figure 4: Value tracking simulator.
in temporal order (line 5), processing each document in sequence (line 7). If the document
we are processing is in the event timeframe (line 9), then we check to see if adding the
document resulted in a change of the system’s value estimate (line 11). If there is no change
in the value estimate, the system should return ∅ and continue processing documents. If the
estimate changes, the system should return the new value as well as the id of the supporting
sentence.
As with sequential update summarization, participants are welcome to implement the experimental framework however they see fit as long as it is well-documented and does not give
the tracker access to information unavailable at the time of calling T.EstimateValue().
2.2.2

Result Format

We expect team result formats to be in the following tab-separated file format,
1 HelloWorldUniversity
1 HelloWorldUniversity
1 HelloWorldUniversity

Cluster1
Cluster1
Cluster1

NULL NULL 2013-01-01-14 deaths 0 0.70
1357052200-54f6f6e096a4cae27bee55dc2e0dc2b6 0 1330432283 deaths
1357052190-8f7a8b30a9a8f671dcc979677b04fab4 1 1330432283 deaths
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2
3

0.83
0.90

where the columns are defined as,
1. query identifier
2. team identifier
3. run identifier
4. document identifier
5. sentence identifier: base 0 index of a segmented sentence in the KBA corpus
6. decision timestamp
7. attribute type
8. attribute value: a non-negative floating point number for attributes ‘deaths’, ‘injuries’,
‘displaced’, and ‘financialimpact’. a comma-separated latitude-longitude value for attribute ‘locations’ in decimal notation (e.g. ‘40.439167, -79.976667’).
9. confidence value: a strictly positive number (> 0) which encodes the system’s confidence in its estimate.
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Important Dates

June 24, 2013
July 5, 2013
late July 2013
September 3, 2013

train and test events released
metrics released
submission website open
submission website closed
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